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Good Friday Morning,

May the Spirit of the Gospel and the Holy Word be Always on our
Tongues, in our Hearts, Minds, and in our Hands.

Holy Virgin Mary and All Saints - Pray for us!

—

—
Index Number 1702:

—

In this morning's prayers and meditations I touched on some
interesting Catholic Doctrine Apologetics, such as Infant
Damnation. And a large number of other inSights, and some of
them are; ..

1. Atheists verses Satanic-Wolfs disguised under the label of
Atheists,

2. Discernment of Holy, Sacred, Profane – deconstruction
system for Theological Categorization,

3. Sin related to God, .. Master, and us (Avatars),

4. Practical application, upcoming society-wide planned contrived
emergency.

5. Recent Demon Encounter.

—

—

Let us jump-in!, ..

—

1. Atheists verses Satanic-Wolfs disguised under the label of



Atheists

I mentioned recently again my concept of a College of Apologetics
at the Vatican, in relation to Leveraging the God-Willed Generation
wide destruction and Take-over of the Catholic Church through the
Leadership that is clear since the late 1950's and likely started in
earnest with a foot-hold early in 1940 – a system of destruction that
has been mirrored in every major Western Institution and (and
Through, in part) Motherhood and Womanhood – including
Governments at every level that has significant control and ability to
Threaten or hinder the progress of suppressing Rationality, Virtue,
and systematically driving away all Goodness and Hope, us and all
we love or could love into Hell.

-

This College was mentioned in Post, Multiverse Journal - Index
Number 1700:, November 2nd, 2022, Wednesday Morning, The
Feast of All Souls,..

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1700

Archived: https://archive.ph/xpYlh

-

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/1otogsh4qraath3
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201700
%20%2C%20November%202nd%2C%202022
%2C%20Wednesday%20Morning
%2C%20The%20Feast%20of%20All%20Souls.pdf

Multiverse Journal Index Number 1700 , November 2nd, 2022,
Wednesday Morning, The Feast Of All Souls

36.8MB ∙ PDF File

Download

Download
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—

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
https://archive.ph/xpYlh
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1otogsh4qraath3


.. and referred back to Multiverse Journal - Index Number 1698:,
October 31th, 2022, Monday Morning, which the URLs and PFD
included above also.

—

Let us differentiate the Atheists from Satanic-Wolfs disguised under
the label of Atheists as those who clearly Value Truth, Justice, and
Order in that priority – or able to argue why in different priority or
why a state of disOrder would not result in unTruth and inJustice.

I use that example about disOrder because an better Realized
Truth might lead to a change in the system of functional Justice
being implemented - and so result in disOrder while the new Truer
System is worked out.

But those that destroy and disOrder – which we see around us –
under some excuse of better justice, like not applying laws equally
based on .. some vomit excuse.

The system and those in charge is unTrue and unJust and every
one in power and supporting should be considered suspect. There
is some form of Evil Profit,and likely each minor person involves is
active for that Evil, or unaware of the larger evil but benefiting and-
or likely to be punished or destroyed if oppose it, or unaware and
have real plausible deniability.

The corporation sub-contracted to clean the offices, and the people
who do that would not likely be part – although should not be
considered as unknowing about it or some problems – for example
a cleaning person might have noticed that it was likely or
reasonable to piece together from things he noticed that the State
Family Services [for example] were involved in trafficking the child
the take guardianship, and may later have reason to believed that
some are disappeared – in Satanic Sacrifices for example. Then
reasonably assume that at least some including the management
are Actual murdering Witches.

And they might realize that such knowledge puts themselves at risk
and Proper Prudence [like Seth Rich did not display in a similar
situation] and self preservation as well as all he loves depends on
him acting like he does not know (and getting away from that
situation and the people involved.)

—

—

2. Discernment of Holy, Sacred, Profane – deconstruction
system for Theological Categorization

-

Recently I mentioned this and hinted at such can be a System of
Theological Categorization and of some value. In Post, Multiverse
Journal - Index Number 1695:, October 28th, 2022, Friday
Morning, ..

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
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.. And so by examining each in relation to the other – including the
other's possible over-laps and so the resulting Difference – when

https://archive.ph/zZ2sY
https://www.dropbox.com/s/wbdhq4g8n0femtx
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
https://www.dropbox.com/s/by9r05p151kgaoz


Codified in a procedure – and be applied to anything else. And this
would and does work for many things that are otherwise you might
not think to compare – yet value exists (in terms of the full Platonic
or other Holy Forms – meaning the non-physical aspect of the
things, such as the 'sit-ability' of a Chair)

You might think that the Sacred is only something containing Holy-
Aspect and Profane-Aspect (that it exists here in this Holy
Simulation - in our Reality) and something Truly Holy could not take
Physical Form.

.. the Body of Jesus before His Resurrection should be considered
Sacred because, and it follows that being the Image of God -
manifested in the Profane would make it so .. as all us Humans are,
but on Resurrection and after He was Holy and 'borrowed' Profane
aspects to Serve Him (and us) – to paraphrase “Thomas – put your
hand in my side, and Believe.”

But is that all that is in the Meaning of 'Sacred'?

The Codified System would make us ask 'what remained – if
anything – when we Subtract the Holy and the Profane in
something Sacred.'

.. and in this case we may have defined it totally only in those terms
and so the answer is Nothing, but if we apply it to a separate
Concept, like Scientific-ness .. since it helps us Know God, is there
something not Holy about it? Is it Sacred – then?

Applied – as my previous example in post suggests – Secular,
Scientific, Cultural, Temporal (,...).

But could be applied to a wide variety of concepts.

—

—

3. Sin related to God, .. Master, and us Avatars

This was considered in relation to something like Infant Baptism
and Damnation. Which would likely be objected-too by many
Catholics, and likely All Modernists because of VagFeelies.
Perhaps it is possible to Return better Communion with The Body
by showing how something Might be palatable – to give an example
of how and so it reasonable to imagine that to The Word that some
other True reason exists, and those ruled by VagFeelies can then
first be in Line again with the Faith, and so also See that their
Heretical position based on Feelies is Wrong and a danger to your
and other's souls.

I was considering my Model of the Holy in relationship to the above
Theoretical Differentiation System related to the Difference between
the Master (or the Village of 72 Virgin males, Avatars of Master –
then expanded to 144 males & females) – Note the 144 in relation
to the 144,000 mentioned in biblical reading from Book of
Revelation mentioned in Post, Multiverse Journal - Index Number
1700: (URLs above)



The question I was considering that with such Understanding and
Control over Satan.exe – those System Calls that allow for
manipulation and control – under Holy Authority and Risk of
Judgment from the above Masters – those Truer, more Just, and
Ordered as Holy Defines and Enforced by Archangel Micheal, ..

.. with such, what difference in Actions constitute Sin and so for the
Master a Drop in Jacob's Ladder Levels and other aspects. That is
from the reference of us. What aspects would cause us to Sin but
would not be a Sin for A Master?

My mind fell towards all those Sins of Action but based on Good
Intent. And also considered the doing a Small Sin to prevent a
Larger future Sin.

.. we know that the Second one is Never Right because it ..
basically is an unJustice to God. That 'the future' to God does not
matter – basically. Every moment being Eternal and so that Offense
might be Excusable to many degrees and perhaps all we Sacred
Humans in a Profane reality might have to do, but it can never be
Right – except in Temporal Relationships.

But since one of the Master's Function is to Shape our (and hHis
soul) into a more Holy State, hHe Must give us the Option of
Sinning – that the Holy Simulation must contain a Failure State for
us, where you and I would never knowing leave a loaded gun in
sight and access to a small child – and doing so and expecting or
even considering it likely enough that the child might hurt
themselves or others, yet me may leave the older child exposed to
a burning candle flame, and perhaps expecting them to learn about
it and the Pain and so the Damage such a sensation might make.

—

I mentioned infant baptism and damnation.

I left a Foreshadowing of this (to myself) when I meditated and then
mentioned the 'Burning Away' of a soul in the Fires of Hell to the
infant-Christ State that an upper Master might do to a version of us
to recycle it and used in a New Conception. That I suggested that
the Holy version of that soul would then contain that versions soul,
and that the new born and through life would (normally) be blocked
from remembering such, and as the Sins that sent that version to
Burn so extensively were then Manageable by that souls version in
the higher Jacob's Ladder Level – the memories would be Awaken
.. as I sometimes have memories of the memories allowed me from
Past Multiverse lives and Paths.

There is enough testimonies in history of people who have been
allowed or managed – usually after a Psychic Death or other
Trauma – to have such to some degree or more.

The only thing to add is that what little Suffering such a soul would
get would likely be taken-up by the Redeemer – such as those
Aborted like my Daughter .. that since the infant Avatar is a copy of
the Master – the lLamb version of hHim would be aware and



suffering – as likely the souls of all involved in the action in a
manner that reflects the degree specified – if Judged so, after the
Day-of-Bread's end at Sundown and perhaps is Suffered Before
Solar MidNight when The Son of Man Comes and Judges.

—

The 8 year old age point is Significant in relation to this. At that
point the soul is at Risk of Judgment for their choices. With the
Mercy and Considerations which the Holy Applies, of course.

—

And so I suggest such a Doctrine of Infant Damnation is possible to
not be as those who were upset about it might feel. And that
although details or even in it's entirety might be wrong, the
Significant aspect is – like all the Mysteries and seeming
impossibilities or outrages and seeming Offenses against Justice, it
is very Possible that otherwise reasonable methods and systems
circumvent such completely.

And so my Hope of a College of Apologetics and at least a sub-
Department to include Atheists' perspective, and so we all can
Enjoy the God Blessed Holy Gifts of Intelligence given to those who
are non-believers and may only – at that point – approach from a
computer-mathematical AI or Simulation angle. Imagine all those
Asians, Chinese, non-believing Ashkenazi Jews, and so many
others, along with those who label themselves such as a Skeptic
although 'feel something' and will not commit - all who that once
Oriented properly at the concept – can not only contribute in many
ways, but come to Understand and Believe.

—

—

4. Practical application, upcoming society-wide planned contrived
emergency

I bring this up because during Meditation this morning another
'Piece' fell into place to suggest to me a soon contrived Western
Wide emergency.

in Yesterday's post (see PostScript for URLs) was a video that
helped put into place what I suspect is a world-wide plan being
worked on. The video of Roy and the following one he referenced
about that Oil and Energy is being Purchased in great levels from
Russia and others – and so the supposed shortage is actually
because those 'in-the-know' are filling whatever local and regional
stock-piles.

And because the clear dishonesty of this we can assume it will be
another Action of Evil, the Rulers and there Minions are planning to
cut-us off of energy for long enough to cause the Goal – population
reductions and tighter control on all and rewarding – with access to
what we have today on fuel, food, electricity, .. to those who actively
help and some to all who will Submit (or Have Submitted and not
pushed-back on there evils – so many of us are targeted already.)



—

I foresee a period of rolling blackouts for the electrical grid, even
though stockpiles would be full, as part of this.

And this would give those who want an opportunity to learn exactly
which of the 60 families are in real power in each State. .. by
following the electrical patterns. Those not subject to rolling
blackouts, Especially those in Rural areas far away from power
supplier (so huge line-loss) would either be part of those families or
live near.

The rural aspect for around Burlington Vermont comes to mind as
besides being the Center of Evil and Elite and Witches' homes
easily communing distances, that if past electrical pricing is a real
indication of loss in wires, that the further away and still getting
(continuous) power the more likely they are part of it.

One would expect that places like the power companies and
distribution centers to have military position – or active armed
guards, and may already be unwilling to allow [anymore] people to
know how full the stock-piles are, but those who watch trucking and
train and shipping might have seen an increase recently in activity.

—

I is my hope by writing about this that if and when it comes to pass,
You might consider some of the other things I am writing about in a
different or better light.

Repent and Seek God.

—

—

5. Recent Demon Encounter

I have reason to believe I survived an Overt Demonic Attack
recently, that ArchAngel Micheal came between us and the man
carrying the Demon. I am Glad I do not need to avoid or fear the
Carrier, because I like him and feel sorry for him and hope to be
able to help.

Something happened, and I had THAT feeling that 'I would be
shocked-surprised-amazed if I was allowed to remember' rare
feeling I get when something Holy Related happens.

He – the Demon Carrier – once suddenly made an excuse to stop
talking to me after looking at something behind me – kind of 'off in
the distance' so I suspect he actually knows he is carrying it – even
if most times he is Blocked. Definitely Enslaved, and I Ask the
Holy Ghost to Inspire me to assist him in a Helping Direction,
in Jesus Christ's Holy Name. .. perhaps this post and related
might be it.

—

After-all, Having Been and Being Trapped or Entangled within the
Folds of Multiverse Recursive Dimensions aught to be Good for
something.



—

—

May this be a Blessing to you and us all. [And all our Futures,
and future Multiverse Pasts.]

—

—

—

I got another Facebook message about another contrived offense
'Bad Thought' indication and they want my personal version of the
'Crack-Head Granny-in-law screeching and Pissing Herself'
Demon in my mind – like the Demons that Big-Tech, MainStream
Media, Teachers, ..,and mom-aunt-grandmother Shaped – the
Punishment that my version was not in sufficient control of me ..
and likely soon no food, water, heat, electricity for me!

See images. It is Bullying to put a meme up suggesting that Nancy
Pelosi's husband (God Bless them both, and wishes for a quick
return to full heath for him – and her) that he might be a drinker and
was planning to get 'hammered'

I include such as 'Background' so history and Multiverse can
understand these events in a wider view, that such is widely talked
about and understood, that the False Created history and presence
is unTrue and so more showing the hideous evil those in power are
.. in defense of all our souls, like the souls of those who lived and
fought in Germany in WW2 and accused of horrible crimes that
many were likely not intentional – starvation deaths for example –
and to cover over others or make excuses like the fire bombing of
Dresden or the intentional murder of German soldiers in camps by
us.

.. so when your son or grandson who might have committed suicide
is considered in future – the years and decades of Witch targeted
and general vomit-filled co-workers and 'regular' women, along with
mother and aunts and such who are barely human (not to have
warned or helped him in any useful way he needed – like with Truth
about so many vicious slimy male-hating lying coordinating evil
women all around him) – those F-ing nightmare crimes are not
forgotten and his death is put into perspective as he driven there –
and powerless in intended helplessness and ignorance from those
F-ing mothers and other vile womanhood near him, them.

May God Have Mercy!

—

.. So many things to consider related to dealing with Satan and Her
Witches.

The Statistical Karno Maps (Karnaugh map) method is very useful.
Easpecially as 'the statistical' and be considered Quantum Data,
being either both False-True Or [-1,1] - that is all the -1.0 to 1.0 in
value at same 'point'.



-

Statistical Karno Maps mention in Post, Multiverse Journal -
Index Number 1486:, April 7th, 2022, Thursday Morning, ..

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1486
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.. on managing all the vague causes and many possible aspects of
struggling with Satan, and-or less difficult and [Female-Evil]
supported other multivariate problems.

—

—

Okay – here is what I have for you [mostly] from yesterday; ..

—

—

—

The scary fascist Satanic Federal government Puppets and evil
Administrative State discussed.

And some insight as to why Western Wide a rush has been on to
collect all the supplies – including oil and other energy sources ..
the MidTerms .. one finial Warning and then the Witches will cut-us-
off and start the Genocide.

.. Perhaps we should have long ago figured out who those top 60
Witch families were that were Torturing to death the babies and
Eating Souls in our and every State, because it seems they are
about to manufacture another emergency, where perhaps some
percentage of evil-Poison injected will all die to some 5G and Blu
Tooth Broadcast Pattern, a #FalseFlag Attach or event that
'justifies' to most the cut in electrical, oil, food, .. supplies, .. until we
learn to Behave., ..

-

“Tucker: Biden is describing the Soviet version of democracy”

by Fox News

https://youtu.be/aXUpT_Zjjig

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
https://www.dropbox.com/s/g765xvr4fhvfndn
https://youtu.be/aXUpT_Zjjig


{DropBox saved}
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—

Anyone who argues any point of censorship and related to
#FreedomToHear interfering – besides clear Criminal Speech as
defined in standard present law – should be assumed to be
Demonically Oppressed, and if trusted by you to any degree is
done at own Risk of Judgment., ..

.. Like actively supporting Euthanasia, baby-killing, and father-
children separation – a clear 'recorded' attempt of Informing and
Warning, then if they continue a Corrective measure – Ideally a
Record in #PublicDataBase or open warning to others who engage
with them, or similar .. not whispering, hiding and slimy-like, but a
clear statement ideally while the person is present – 'After
discussion and warning S/he is still pro-baby-murder and so I
consider her Demonically Oppressed and I do not trust her at the
level you seemed to be [about to be.]', ..

-

“Fr James Martin, SJ Tells Elon Musk How To Make Twitter
Worse”

by Return To Tradition

https://youtu.be/1JV53y3iHLk

{DropBox saved}

https://youtu.be/1JV53y3iHLk


—

About the editing of tweets – GAB allows but GAB needs and
Tweet and all such Social Media should make older versions
easily available and Numbered, so if you respond or re-tweet
'Quote' a entry – the original is what is displaced and for the
edited version that a simple button on corner – for example –
would allow a cycle-back through versions.

—

.. Sources, ..

https://returntotradition.org/fr-james-martin-tells-elon-musk-how-to-
make-twitter-worse

Archived: https://archive.ph/8y5eJ

—

https://twitter.com/LepantoInst/status/1587617056534454273

—

https://twitter.com/JamesMartinSJ/status/1587516347835363328

—

https://twitter.com/RiffRaf37721926/status/1587751227793735682

https://returntotradition.org/fr-james-martin-tells-elon-musk-how-to-
https://archive.ph/8y5eJ
https://twitter.com/LepantoInst/status/1587617056534454273
https://twitter.com/JamesMartinSJ/status/1587516347835363328
https://twitter.com/RiffRaf37721926/status/1587751227793735682


—

https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1587669814188953601

—

—

—

—

Remember – Laws only Apply only at the Whims of Powerful
Witches and Powerful cnts., ..

-

“Pelosi Attack Caught on Capitol Police Video We Also Can’t
See | The Facts in a Blender”

by Matt Christiansen mlchristiansen Matt Christiansen Matt
Christiansen

https://youtu.be/-WzTu_kvM9s

https://www.bitchute.com/video/-WzTu_kvM9s

https://odysee.com/@MLChristiansen:d/pelosi-attack-caught-on-
capitol-police:c

https://rumble.com/v1rhuhu-pelosi-attack-caught-on-capitol-police-
video-we-also-cant-see-the-facts-in-.html

{DropBox saved}
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—

As Facebook would have us believe – discussing Hammers and
Pelosi might be Bullying.

—

—

—

Another good point-of-view on this subject. I think we must bring
this up until everyone understands that those in power are actual
Satanic and really do want us all Burning in Hell .. and all this and
on-going evil is a form of 'netting souls' for Hell – prompting many
into violence and insane sin-filled actions which put them (us all) at
higher Risk of Judgment., ..

-

“HELL NO To A 'Pandemic Amnesty' For Fauci, Elites |
Breaking Points with Krystal and Saagar”

by Breaking Points

https://youtu.be/fS08s5crqPY

{DropBox saved}

—

—

—

It is hard to believe so much coverage from a single article – some
repeats but other aspects and nuances on the horrors we are being
forced to endure by the intentional unTruth, inJustice, and
disOrdering Goal-ed Satanic horrors in power., ..

-

“The Media Calls for a 'Truce' on COVID, Asks for Amnesty
Because They Say 'We Didn't Know' “

by The Red Elephants - Vincent James

https://www.bitchute.com/video/RmYmRNh7z2De

{DropBox saved}

https://youtu.be/fS08s5crqPY
https://www.bitchute.com/video/RmYmRNh7z2De


—

—

—

I have barely started on the included video, but as usual – it looks
good., ..

-

“Atlantic Amnesty Quick-Take And Patrick Casey Stream”

by Morgoth, 3 November 2022

https://morgoth.substack.com/p/atlantic-amnesty-quick-take-and-
patrick

Archived: https://archive.ph/rISdK

{DropBox saved}
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2.13MB ∙ PDF File

Download

Download
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—

.. Referenced video from article, Morgoth's Interview ..

“The State of Europe ft. Morgoth | Restoring Order - EP 226”

https://morgoth.substack.com/p/atlantic-amnesty-quick-take-and-
https://archive.ph/rISdK


by Restoring Order

https://youtu.be/qyoebEUVAg0

{DropBox saved}

—

—

—

—

More on some of the Western Societies path of intentional
destruction, Ireland point-of-view, ..

-

“John Waters On The Last Chance For Ireland”

by Gemma O Doherty

https://www.bitchute.com/video/Esed0CLkL6dP

{DropBox saved}

—

—

—

Another perspective of the Venture Capital Golden-Calf Satan
worshiping movements and underlining history., ..

https://youtu.be/qyoebEUVAg0
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Esed0CLkL6dP


-

“Off-Grid Ireland with E. Michael Jones: Jewish Influence in the
West”

by E Michael Jones

https://www.bitchute.com/video/iO36FdcX4o9F

{DropBox saved}

—

—

—

Besides removing such a distraction entirely and assume a
standard of dignified well educated and critical thinking users ( so,
at 'users-risk' and without the brain-F-ing that has been standard in
Big-Tech - the Female-Evil Satanic Mind-Demon AI formation), ..

.. why not attempt add some actual Real fact-checking.

-

“Elon Does The Unthinkable To Official White House Twitter
Account! ?”

by Mark Dice

https://youtu.be/qD-Yy92Vu88

{DropBox saved}

https://www.bitchute.com/video/iO36FdcX4o9F
https://youtu.be/qD-Yy92Vu88


—

—

—

Here is more of his Musings. I disagree – of course – but still does
a good job and some aspects that help in understanding some
other's perspective., ..

-

“There Is No Hero's Journey”

by Thinking-Ape

https://youtu.be/OQV_hDL-8XE

{DropBox saved}

—

—

—

'The Silent Man' is perfecting his Pot and other harden Clay
making. Definitely nice videos to watch with or without audio-books
or music in background. Less mindless and more engaging the
watching Kurt in Minecraft walking to the Far Lands – and soon
those skills and the incentive to try them might be of value to us.,

-

“Primitive Technology: Purifying Clay By Sedimentation and
Making Pots”

by Primitive Technology

https://youtu.be/k2RKtUh6m3Q

{DropBox saved}

https://youtu.be/OQV_hDL-8XE
https://youtu.be/k2RKtUh6m3Q


—

—

—

Starts with some nuke-history distraction and focus excuse but gets
better.

Better .. meaning Neatly Nerdy, ..

-

“The Most Important Algorithm Of All Time”

by Veritasium

https://youtu.be/nmgFG7PUHfo

{DropBox saved}

—

.. Sources in PDF, ..

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/ifnbrzkg7i6g2dm
/The%20Most%20Important%20Algorithm%20Of%20All%20Time%20-%20YouTube.pdf

The Most Important Algorithm Of All Time Youtube

26.3MB ∙ PDF File

Download

Download

—

—

—

May God have Mercy on us all.

—

PS. Yesterday Morning's Post – for continuity, ..

https://stevenwork.substack. com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1701

https://youtu.be/nmgFG7PUHfo
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ifnbrzkg7i6g2dm
https://stevenwork.substack.


Archived: https://archive.ph/NRT6P

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/hz5oxwyhjz0m5j7
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201701
%20%2C%20November%203rd%2C%202022
%2C%20Thursday%20Morning.pdf

-

[Facebook Suspension for 6 days]

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work

[because of the version of https://stevenwork.substack.com
/multiverse-journal-index-number-1698 posted there.]

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1434915546251399171

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109279940392614870

Archived: https://archive.ph/N0nUs

-

DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
/7yhk10gohbulzn8m7wyoq/h

-

November 3rd, 2022, Index Number 1701:

—

—

—

Many of the videos not provided near comment, ..

DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
/et9p1osxxxuo0h6d3aqil/h

—

—

Most recent zipped Full Facebook Account files (till 31 October
2022), 2 parts; the posts, comments, images, and more that are not
yet Censored ..

https://www.dropbox.com/s/209zqi0u79f6q89
/facebook-%20for%20public%20-
StevenWork%20-%2031%20Oct%202022%201-2.zip

-

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ldif4cxjpdl5uin
/facebook-%20for%20public%20-
StevenWork%20-%2031%20Oct%202022%202-2.zip

— —

My 'Top' Public DropBox URL:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6oe799xvgz1lf2z/AACvQgrKTwu-
XEjQdQ2ATbA-a

—

https://archive.ph/NRT6P
https://www.dropbox.com/s/hz5oxwyhjz0m5j7
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work
https://stevenwork.substack.com
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1434915546251399171
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109279940392614870
https://archive.ph/N0nUs
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
https://www.dropbox.com/s/209zqi0u79f6q89
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ldif4cxjpdl5uin
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6oe799xvgz1lf2z/AACvQgrKTwu-


Most videos and Images from Index Number 1495 to .., ..

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/937uky4z991q6x4
/AAC_H6qKNzerZTQSlA_Ek-W5a

—

PDFs of the latest that have been collected (of many more)
Facebook Censored Posts – listed by Index Number, in DropBox
directory here, ..

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/sdncb7pzplqlqma
/AACKP75LJ2CsI0BSd7_jo7wQa

—

—

—

Links to this Post and others related:

{to be updated as they created}

-

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1702

Archived: {to be added}

DropBox: {to be added}

-

[Facebook Suspension for 6 days]

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work

[because of the version of https://stevenwork.substack.com
/multiverse-journal-index-number-1698 posted There.]

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1435309618535337985

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109286134983693779

Archived: {to be added}

-

DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
/et9p1osxxxuo0h6d3aqil/h

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/937uky4z991q6x4
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/sdncb7pzplqlqma
https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work
https://stevenwork.substack.com
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1435309618535337985
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109286134983693779
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo


— — Some Memes collected recently — —

















—


